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Existing situation in Vidzeme region

44% inhabitants in rural areas, single homesteads

Population density 8.5 inhabitants/km2 in rural areas

Decreasing and aging population

Public transports (PT) services with high costs and low efficiency 

State subsidies >80%



Solutions of existing PT system

If small number of passengers:

i. Close the route

ii. Execute the bus service on a fixed route only if a call is received from a resident 

indicating the need for the service (2 trials in Vidzeme, no calls received,             

the routes were closed)

iii. Provide PT service on low-demand routes free of charge

None of the existing solutions envisages any modifications in the service to better 
meet the user needs.



Pilot study «Transport on Demand» (ToD)
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Social benefits of ToD

i. reduced social exclusion and eliminated isolation of rural areas 

ii. increased sense of security (transport service is available if needed) 

iii. reduced passenger travel time (adjusted routes, no long waiting time) 

iv. improved quality of life by providing access to basic services, economic 

and social activities



Economic efficiency of ToD service

How to compare?

Conventional
PT scheme
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Higher cost a 
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Fixed route



Economic efficiency of ToD service
Measure Fixed bus route ToD service

Average number of passengers in vehicle per 

km

2.0 3.2

Average number of passengers per route 4.0 3.2

Average length of a passenger trip 10 km 25 km

Passenger kilometres travelled per route 40 km 80 km

Average length of a route 22 km 30 km

Service cost per route (1.0 EUR/km) 22 EUR 30 EUR

Service cost per passenger-km

(service cost per route /passenger-km)

0.55 EUR/km 0.38 EUR/km



Conclusions

ToD service:

✓ cost-effective solution in sparsely populated areas with long travelling distances 

✓ being flexible, it is more beneficial solution adjusted to inhabitants’ needs 

✓ ensures more efficient use of resources, including public money 

✓ reduces negative environmental impact by optimizing routes and thus avoiding 

unnecessary vehicle-kilometres. 

The ToD service is a good solution to supplement regular PT services 

in remote rural areas.
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